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ROHR ALERT: NOTICE

We remain circumspect on the SEPTEMBER S&P 500 FUTURE.
In fact, conditions are likely to be so unsettled and unpredictable into Thursday’s UK
referendum on EU membership and directly after it…
We are on holiday this week.
What can we say. The UK referendum on EU membership on Thursday is an increasingly
important, and at the same time erratic, influence into all global markets. As such, we are not
going to be providing any analysis this week.
We reached the point long ago where we do not suffer fools gladly. Respecting that, we are
also averse to providing analysis and projections that have such a high potential for simply
bothering others with assumptions that by nature are very much less than well-founded (i.e.
intrinsically foolish) into an imponderable major binary decision.
This morning’s sharp openings in all asset classes only reinforces our desire to avoid any
attempt at analysis of an imponderable situation.
Here’s the recent critical considerations that already fostered our current view:
The September S&P 500 future trading below 2,065 and the low end of its 2,060-55 Tolerance
Thursday was critical on a violation of not just congestion and gaps, but also a fresh daily
major channel DOWN Break. This is very important as the broad daily up channel support from the
major 1,808.70 February 11th low. While there are other interim supports below, if it had Closed
below that, the up trend in the September contract from that major low would have been failing.
It immediately dropped down close to the next significant 2,035-32 support Thursday morning,
which had held with temporary slippage to 2,022 back on Thursday, May 18th to begin the
recent bear squeeze. Yet after lunch it recovered all the way back above 2,060-55 to post a
Close above Wednesday’s 2,063.40 Close. That was an upside Closing Price Reversal that we
noted would reinforce the 2,060-55 support as well.
And that has led to this morning’s sharply higher opening on the back of the improved
prospects for the UK REMAIN (i.e. stay in the EU) camp, even if that is only back up to a tie!!
Higher resistances remain in the 2,075, 2,085 and 2,100 areas.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest TrendView video analysis at www.rohrblog.com for more on the technical trend indications and an extended macro-fundamental
influences discussion. It is available to all Gold and Platinum echelon subscribers along with
the Market Observations.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND VIEW will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-blog.com
for Platinum echelon subscribers.
Please reply ‘Unsubscribe’ if you no longer wish to receive these emails.
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